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Concepts

Goals:  demonstrate twoDG algebraic features
  highlight difference between algebraic and numerical work
  introduce figures for use as examples in sections 11.9 and 11.10

Angle bisectors theorem
Equation of an angle bisector
Verifying the theorem algebraically
Floating-point failure
Exercises

11.8 Analytic geometry demonstration

This section demonstrates the programming techniques covered previously in this
chapter.  It has two main goals.  First, it shows how various functions in this book�s
twoDG package work together effectively.  It carries out a relatively sophisticated analytic
geometry computation, and highlights some differences between algebraic and numerical
calculations.  No example at this stage can be comprehensive, since the functions that
actually draw figures haven�t been introduced yet.  The second goal of this section is to
present, via its figures, problems that will be used in following sections to introduce the
package�s drawing ability.

While twoDG is intended mainly for drawing, the features described in this section
automate complicated algebraic calculations.  Some of them are appropriate for algebraic
reasoning, but not for the numerical work of drawing.  The example will show the
difference.  Moreover, you�ll see that twoDG features are no substitute for facility with
elementary algebra and geometry.  You need considerable sophistication in these areas
just to apply the software.

The demonstration is based on a theorem you probably studied in an elementary
geometry course:  The bisectors of the angles of a triangle are concurrent.  That is, the
three lines that bisect the angles have a single point in common, called the triangle�s
incenter.  This theorem was chosen because it�s not obvious, it�s easy to prove in the
synthetic style of elementary geometry, and it�s hard to verify by the methods of analytic
geometry.  The analytical verification provides a good test of the scope and ease of use
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of the twoDG package.  Moreover, it provides a startling demonstration of the difference
between algebraic and numerical calculation.

The first step in analyzing the angle
bisectors theorem is to notice that a point  X
lies on the bisector of an angle  pPOQ  if and
only if  X  is interior to the angle and equi-
distant from its legs.  In figure 1, the bisec-
tor is ray  h.  Given any point  X  interior to
pPOQ,  consider the feet  Y  and  Z  of the
perpendiculars from  X  to the legs.  If  X
lies on  h  then  pXOY  and  pXOZ  are con-
gruent, and it follows that distances  XY
and  XZ  are equal.  Conversely, if  XY =
XZ,  then it follows that  pXOY  =~ pXOZ,
hence  X  lies on  h.
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Figure 11.8.1
Angle bisector

   1
Now the angle bisectors theorem is

simple to prove.  Consider triangle  ∆ABC
in figure 2, with sides  a, b , c  opposite
A, B, C.  The bisectors of  pA  and  pB  in-
tersect at some point  I  interior to the trian-
gle.  By the previous paragraph,  I  is equi-
distant from  b  and  c  and from  c  and  a.
Thus  I  is equidistant from  b  and  a.  Again
by the previous paragraph,  I  must lie on
the bisector of  pC.

To verify this theorem analytically,
you should find out how to determine an
equation of a bisector of an angle from
equations
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Figure 11.8.2
Angle bisectors theorem

a1x + b1y + c1 = 0 a2x + b2 y + c2 = 0

of the lines  g1  and  g2  containing its legs.  These form four angles with the same vertex
V,  which are bisected by two perpendicular lines  h1  and  h2  through  V.  According to
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an earlier paragraph, a point  P<x, y>  lies on  h1  or  h2  if and only if its distances from
g1  and  g2  are equal:
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(Each side of equation (1) is  ±  the distance to the corresponding line.)  Let  d1  and  d2

denote these square roots.  P  satisfies the equation with  +  or with  �  just in case it lies
on the line with the appropriate one of equations

h1:   A1x + B1 y + C1 = 0 h2:   A2 x + B2 y + C2 = 0, (2)  

where

A1 = a1d2 � a2d1 B1 = b1d2 �  b2d1 C1 = c1d2 �  c2d1

A2 = a1d2 + a2d1 B2 = b1d2 + b2d1 C2 = c1d2 + c2d1.

Thus, bisectors  h1  and  h2  have equations (2).  How can you distinguish them?  The
signs of the numerators in equation (1) depend on the position of  P  relative to the
corresponding lines.  Each line has positive and negative sides.  Points on  h1  lie on the
positive sides of both lines or on the negative sides of both;  points on  h2  lie on different
sides.  Changing the signs of all three coefficients of a line�s equation reverses its sides.

You can implement with twoDG features some of the considerations of the previous
paragraph:

bisector1[lineq[a1_,b1_,c1_], lineq[a2_,b2_,c2_]] ^:=
  Module[{d1, d2},
    d1 = Sqrt[a1^2 + b1^2];
    d2 = Sqrt[a2^2 + b2^2]; 
    lineq[a1*d2 - a2*d1, b1*d2 - b2*d1, c1*d2 - c2*d1]];

This specialized function is not a part of the package, but rather a typical twoDG applica-
tion for a specific problem.  Here are some simple examples of its use, including two
intentional errors:

in: g = lineq[1,-1,0];  h = lineq[1,1,-1];  k = lineq[0,0,1];
bisector1[g,h]
bisector1[g,k]
bisector1[g,g]
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out: lineq[0,-2 , ]2 2
bisector1[lineq[1,-1,0], noLine]
noLine

To verify the angle bisectors theorem analytically, select any triangle  ∆ABC  as
in figure 2.  That is, choose a Cartesian coordinate system with horizontal axis through
vertices  B  and  C  and vertical axis through  A,  and construct corresponding  Point
objects2 whose nonzero coordinates are undefined symbols:

in: Clear[α,β,γ];
A = Point[0,α];  B = Point[β,0];  C = Point[γ,0];

Next, construct corresponding  lineq  objects passing through pairs of vertices:

in: a = B wC;  b = C wA;  c = AwB;

Third, construct objects corresponding to the angle bisectors:

in: g = bisector1[b,c];
h = bisector1[c,a];
j = bisector1[a,b];

Because the bisectors are interior to the corresponding angles, they can�t be mutually
parallel.  Finally, ask whether they�re concurrent:

in: concurrentQ[g,h,j]

out: True

That seems anticlimactic, doesn�t it?  This impression is typical when you apply
Mathematica to verify or complete a complicated algebraic computation.  You need
substantial algebraic knowledge and insight to organize the software effectively.  You
can�t use algebraic software as a substitute for elementary algebraic reasoning and
computation, because you need that facility in order to make the software work.  For
example, the insight required to formulate the angle bisector equations in a way that
permits the required algebraic manipulation is beyond what is you�d expect to gain from
a first analytic geometry course.  As a consequence, the derivation of the methods used
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in this computation�especially the bisector equation and concurrency condition (in the
previous section)�overshadow the final result, the word  True.

The verification ignored a detail.  How do you know that the triangle�s angle
bisectors all have equations given by the  h1  formula implemented by  bisector1,  rather
than the  h2  formula?  The cyclic pattern  a = BwC; b = C wA; c = AwB  insured that
the triangle fell on the negative side of each of its edge lines if  γ > α  (as in figure 2),
and on their positive sides if  γ < α.  Each bisector fell on sides with the same sign, so
bisector1  worked.  For more information, see exercise 2.

This demonstration has used algebraic computation to  verify the theorem in
general�vertex coordinates  α, β, γ  remained undefined throughout.  What happens if
the same method is applied in a particular numerical case?  Assign the coordinates
arbitrary floating-point values, and ask again about concurrency:

in: α = 0.1;  β = 0.2;  γ = 0.3;
concurrentQ[g,h,j]

out: False

The problem here is that the input forces Mathematica to carry out the entire computa-
tion with approximate floating-point arithmetic instead of algebraically.  Round-off errors
accumulate .  The computed approximation  d  of the determinant isn�t exactly zero, so
concurrentQ  returns  False.  By inserting a  Print  command in the  function, you can
see that  d . 6.6×10�22.  In this particular example, you can work around the problem
by assigning  α, β, γ  the exact values  1/10,  2/10,  3/10;  but that trick isn�t useful in
general.  This demonstration strengthens the remark repeated several times in the
previous section:  it�s not safe to use  concurrentQ  in numerical calculations.   This
caution applies to several other twoDG functions that rely on testing equality.

Exercises

1. Use twoDG to verify analytically the altitudes theorem.  An altitude of a triangle
is a line through a vertex perpendicular to the opposite edge.  The theorem says
that the altitudes of any triangle are concurrent.
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2. Part 1.  Function  bisector1  was used in this section to compute the equation
of one of the two angle bisectors determined by two intersecting lines.  Write code
for a function  bisector2  that computes the equation of the other.  Test it on a
case for which the answer is known, and on a case with invalid input.

Part 2.  For any triangle, several different combinations of three bisectors
defined by these two functions are concurrent.  Experiment with the functions to
determine which.  Are the three interior bisectors always among these combina-
tions?

3. Use twoDG to verify analytically the medians theorem.  A median of a triangle is
a line through a vertex and the midpoint of the opposite side.  The theorem says
that the medians of any triangle are concurrent.

4. Use twoDG to verify analytically the perpendicular bisectors theorem.  The theo-
rem says that the lines perpendicular to the edges of any triangle through their
midpoints are concurrent.


